
GRADUATE STUDENT LIFE AT NYU 
LIVING IN NEW YORK CITY: 

First-year graduate students have the option to live in 
graduate student housing for affordable prices 
compared to typical NYC rents. The students live in 
Stuyvesant Town, which is a 20-minute walk or a 
short subway ride to NYU Chemistry main building. 

After the first year, students typically live in 
Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn, the Bronx, and parts of 
New Jersey. These areas of New York are affordable and with minimal commute to 
NYU.  

 

TRANSPORTATION IN NEW YORK CITY: 

NYU offers free transportation via shuttles running between all of the major academic 
building locations, NYU residence halls and Stuyvesant Town. 

NYC public transportation is one of the most convenient forms of travel compared to 
any city in the world. An unlimited monthly Metrocard (fare) costs approximately 
$121.00 and can be used at any time. This monthly cost is much cheaper compared to 
owning a car, which includes maintenance, gas, and insurance.  

Furthermore, NYC is a walkable city and has a bike-sharing program for those who 
prefer to ride bikes around the city.  

 

FOOD AND ACTIVITIES IN NEW YORK CITY: 

NYC is one of the most diverse cities in the world and offers a wide variety of cuisines 
that are affordable, even for graduate students. NYU is centrally located to a variety of 
neighborhoods and thus food options around NYU are abundant.   

Most museums have suggested donations and typically offer student discounts as well. 
The NYU box office also offers students discounted tickets to local sporting events, the 
opera, musicals, plays, and movies. Furthermore, there are many free concerts and 
other activities around NYC that you can explore in your free time.  

For those interested in outdoor activities, there are many parks and beautiful running 
trails throughout the city. Furthermore, there are hiking trails located approximately an 
hour north of NYC, which can be reached by commuter transit rail.  


